Dear Friends,

Comitato No Guerra No Nato of Italy is kindly asking you to add our proposal for a specific campaign against the installation of US nuclear BOMBS B61-12 in Europe to the minutes of your agenda for March 25th Sunday meeting. They preview initiating their installation in 2020.

B61-12 will replace the B-61 bombs that USA lined up in Belgium, Holland, Germany, Italy and also Turkey. They might also be installed in Poland and in other European countries.

It is necessary to inform the public about the new danger hanging on the hosting countries. B61-12 bomb is a new polyvalent nuclear weapon: the bomb has a nuclear head with four selecting power options, a new guided tail kit allows to release it at some distance from the target, B61-12 has the ability to penetrate deep underground exploding to destroy command center bunkers. European countries are consequently placed on the first line in the more and more dangerous nuclear confrontation between USA/NATO and Russia.

**Campaign Objective**

- Sensitivisation of the public unaware of this change.
  - Immediate removal from the national territory of Belgium, Holland, Germany, Italy of the US nuclear bombs B-61, violating article 2 of the Non-proliferation Treaty ** and no installation of the new US nuclear bombs B61-12 and any other nuclear device.

** (the Non-proliferation Treaty on nuclear weapons signed and ratified by Belgium, Holland, Germany, Italy – lays down in article 2: *Each non-nuclear-weapon State Party to the Treaty undertakes not to receive the transfer from any transferor whatsoever of nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices or of control over such weapons or explosive devices directly, or indirectly.*)

- Belgium, Holland, Germany, Italy agreement to the United Nations Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons,

- Belgium, Holland, Germany, Italy exit from the group of countries which, establishing NATO, *provide the Alliance equipped aircrafts to carry nuclear bombs, on which the USA maintains absolute control and personnel trained for that purpose.*

- Belgium, Holland, Germany, Italy exit from the NATO planning group, on the basis of Article 18 of the UN Treaty that allows State parties to maintain obligations related to previous international agreements only in cases where they are compatible with the Treaty itself.

**Campaign Organisation**

1. Joint action programs to be implemented in each country on the basis of specific national conditions.

2. Common information network on Campaign development. CNGNN will start a multilingual information internet network which all European and extra-European networks will be welcome to join to.

3. Unitary initiatives with the participation of movements from European and non-European countries.

Thank you for your collaboration.

JTMV

For Comitato No-Guerra No-NATO, Italy